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Customers appreciate the value of a Software Defined Data Center (SDDC)

Complex multi-vendor solutions and lack of automation hamper getting to a SDDC

EVO SDDC enables “Rack ‘n Roll SDDC in < 2 hours”

- Self-contained private cloud instance that can be easily deployed in a corporate network
- Scale-out (not scale-up) architecture to accommodate incremental expansion
- Entire VMware stack
- Lifecycle management including patching/upgrades for the entire stack
EVO SDDC + Intel® Rack Scale Architecture

EVO SDDC will support composition of a computer system from Intel® Rack Scale Architecture hardware elements.

EVO SDDC will interface with RSA PSME and RSA RMM via rack scale APIs.

EVO SDDC + Intel® Rack Scale Architecture together can realize a hyper-converged infrastructure optimized solution.